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Figure 5. Example of a flow image of magnetically stirred GaInSn in the central horizontal plane of a cubic vessel. (a) depicts the experi-
mental setup, (b) the mean flow velocity along the d-axis and (c) the standard deviation.

parts on an FPGA. A typical reduction of the data bandwidth
of 6.5 : 1 enables continuous data streaming to PC hardware.

We evaluated the performance of the implemented signal
processing in a water test-rig with a single scattering object
and a reference velocity obtained through a laser vibrometer.5

Two different clutter signal levels emulate a measurement in
close and far proximity to a wall. A velocity standard devia-
tion of σv,rel = 0.4% was found, which is about three times
the fundamental limit of the uncertainty, the CRB, for veloc-
ity estimation. The systematic deviation is ∆vrel =±0.08%.10

We investigated the measurement uncertainty budget for
flow velocity measurements in a typical MHD experimental
setup for the low melting alloy GaInSn. The total measure-
ment uncertainty of σv,rel = 13.9% almost solely stems from
the effect of spatial averaging over the lateral resolution for15

flows with high velocity gradients. This justifies the approxi-
mations taken for lowering the computational complexity of
the signal processing.

A measurement uncertainty budget of a typical MHD ex-
periment at laboratory scale suggest improvements towards20

better lateral resolution. In context of flow imaging this can
be provided by focusing and steering of the ultrasound beam
using the phased array principle.

The presented signal processing enables online, multi-
plane flow visualization with the UADV research platform.25

A long measurement duration (> 1h) combined with a high
frame rate (> 10Hz) allows investigating complex, instation-
ary flows such as instability phenomena in cubes.
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